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REGISTRATION ASSESSMENT 8 JUNE 2021 

PART 1 ANSWER SHEET (MORNING) 

 

CANDIDATE ID NUMBER 
 

 

By sitting this assessment, I agree to be bound by the registration assessment procedures 

and declare that I am fit to sit.  

 

Instructions 

• Please enter your candidate ID number from the ratification entry form in the box above. It 

is your responsibility to ensure that your candidate ID number is entered correctly.  

• You must use an HB pencil only on this answer sheet.  

• Do not fold or crease this sheet.  

• Write your answers neatly. Make sure your numbers are written clearly within the boundary 

of each box and take care to enter one digit per box.  

• Make sure your answers are legible and unambiguous.  

• If you make a mistake, rub it out completely and re-write your answers in the boxes.  

• A separate working booklet is provided for your rough calculations and must be handed 

back at the end of the assessment. Be sure to leave sufficient time to transfer your answers 

to the answer sheet. You will not be allowed any extra time for this. Only the answers on 

the answer sheet will be considered.  

• Make sure you have answered using the units asked for in the question.  

• Use the pre-entered decimal point to guide you. For example, if the answer is 118 tablets, 

fill in the answer as shown below.  

 

For whole numbers, do not enter zeros after the decimal point.  

 

 

 

If the number has a decimal point, use the decimal point that is pre-entered. For example, if 

the answer to a question is 450.5g, fill in the answer as shown below.  

 

 

 

Do not use commas. For example, if the answer is four hundred and thirty thousand units, 

write this as 430 000 as shown below.  

 

 

 

For values below 1, follow standard practice and enter a zero before the decimal point. For 

example, if the answer to a question is 0.2mL, fill in the answer as shown below. 

          

 

 

 

 

 

PLEASE TURN OVER 
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1 . mg 21 . etc

2 . tablet(s) 22 . etc

3 . % w/v 23 . etc

4 . g 24 . etc

5 . etc 25 . etc

6 . etc 26 . etc

7 . etc 27 . etc

8 . etc 28 . etc

9 . etc 29 . etc

10 . etc 30 . etc

11 . etc 31 . etc

12 . etc 32 . etc

13 . etc 33 . etc

14 . etc 34 . etc

15 . etc 35 . etc

16 . etc 36 . etc

17 . etc 37 . etc

18 . etc 38 . etc

19 . etc 39 . etc

20 . etc 40 . etc


